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Executive Summary

The Race to the Top (RTTT) funding for common state assessments and the development of common core standards represent important initiatives in upgrading and improving the educational system in the U.S. Statements by President Barack Obama and the U.S. Department of Education signal a commitment to including more performance-oriented assessments that engage students in more ambitious intellectual projects in new systems to be created by states and consortia of states. However, without any systemic changes in the way assessments are procured, developed, and administered, the cost of new, innovative assessments could exceed the cost of current assessments by a significant amount; and, if these costs are not anticipated and controlled, they could spell the end of such innovative approaches to assessment.

The purpose of this study was to: 1) determine the amount of money a typical state would incur to implement a high-quality assessment (HQA) system including performance components in comparison to the amount currently being spent on their state assessment, and 2) determine if various cost-reduction strategies could be implemented to yield an HQA at a price similar to what a state pays today for its high stakes assessment. The data from the study can be used to inform states, policymakers, and other key decision makers how much new HQA systems could cost under various conditions and what the impact of some cost-mitigation strategies might be.

In this study, the Assessment Solutions Group (ASG) used its cost-modeling software to analyze the costs of a traditional, current state assessment and the costs for various innovative state assessments. After estimating costs for a current assessment, the cost model was used to determine the cost of a new HQA for a “typical” single state purchasing the assessment for its own use. The model was then used to create different design, development, and delivery strategies in order to reduce the cost of the assessment, such as participation in a state consortium, having teachers score certain items, implementation of an online assessment, distributed scoring, and use of a computerized scoring system. The resulting reduced assessment costs were then compared against the cost of traditional and HQAs.

One of the most important findings from the study is that the development costs of a new HQA are relatively inexpensive relative to the total cost of the assessment. A key factor in the sustainability of new improved assessments and whether or not states can adopt and use them will be the ongoing administration costs that need to be carefully managed. Among the results from the extensive collection of detailed cost analyses done for this study, it was found that total costs could be almost three times higher for the HQA than for the traditional assessment. This is primarily due to the increased costs for scoring of constructed-response (CR) and performance items in the HQA. However, if the performance items are scored by teachers instead of by the vendor, the total costs can be reduced substantially. New uses of technology for delivering assessments...
and supporting scoring can also reduce costs. And states participating in an assessment consortium can experience a significant reduction in total costs. Combining all cost-reduction strategies can bring the total cost down to less than what the current traditional assessment costs a typical state. More details of the data are provided in this report.

The authors recommend that developing and implementing an HQA can be affordable for states if they look carefully at the design, find a balance in the number of CR and performance items that are used, and consider various cost-reduction strategies. State consortia interested in implementing a higher-quality assessment need to make sure they can afford the ongoing administration costs of the assessment. It is recommended that all states, as well as state consortia, go about the process of developing and costing a new assessment in a thoughtful manner and use a comprehensive costing model to analyze and determine, in advance, the price of any new assessment system they would like to implement.
Overview, Purpose, and Background

The purpose of this study is to determine, as precisely as possible in advance, the amount of money a typical state would incur to implement a high-quality assessment (HQA) system including performance components in comparison to the amount currently being spent on its state assessment under three new conditions:

1) the economies available from collaborating with other states in a consortium constructing common assessment items and tasks;

2) the economies available from using technology for assessment development, distribution, and scoring; and

3) specific conditions for teacher involvement in moderated scoring.

Additionally, the authors were interested in determining if various cost-reduction strategies could be implemented to yield an HQA at a price similar to what a state pays today for its high-stakes assessment. The data from the study will be used to inform states, policymakers, and other key decision makers how much new, higher-quality assessment systems could cost under various conditions, and what the impact of some cost-mitigation strategies might be. The design of an HQA was developed by staff at the ASG, in particular, Ed Roeber, Michigan State University, based on the work that Linda Darling-Hammond and her colleagues at Stanford University conducted to summarize research on lessons regarding performance assessment over the last several decades.¹

As part of the process for designing and developing the new assessments that have been proposed, it was determined that costs for various types of assessment approaches needed to be modeled to provide an accurate estimate on what the overall development and ongoing administration costs would be to states. This report summarizes the background, assumptions, methodology, and results of the analyses conducted by ASG, the organization contracted to do this work. As noted, ASG developed the designs for a typical current state assessment and a new HQA, and analyzed the costs for these assessments using its cost-model system in order to summarize the costs and compare detailed information for the two. For the purposes of this study, the estimates that are provided are illustrative and not intended to be the only resolutions of the questions regarding how to best implement an HQA system. Different calculations could be obtained depending on the specific assessment design and/or vendor solution selected.

Background

Among the many driving forces impacting state assessment, the issues of increased amounts of testing, cost, lack of state funds, and assessment quality are at the forefront.

¹. For a summary, see Darling-Hammond & Toch (2010, in press).
The Common Core Standards project and the RTTT common-assessments competition (discussed in more detail later in this section), are two new initiatives that are helping focus attention on important steps for improving state assessments. The ongoing work by Stanford University, the Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO), the National Governors Association (NGA), and others to address these issues also are important steps in this direction. However, given the current financial situation in most states, new assessment designs need to be as cost-effective and efficient as possible, as well as supportive of high-quality learning.

The level of statewide assessment activity occurring in the United States jumped dramatically during the past two decades. In the early 1990s, fewer than 30 states had some type of statewide assessment activity, and this usually consisted of only one statewide assessment program component. The adoption of the Improving America’s Schools Act (IASA) in 1994 began the trend to increased statewide assessment activity, since it required that all states create academic content standards in the areas of mathematics and reading/English language arts, as well as assessments at one elementary, one middle school, and one high school grade. The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act of 1997 (IDEA-97) added the requirement that all students with disabilities participate in statewide assessments, while the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act of 2001 expanded the number of grades (to grades three through eight plus one high school grade) and content areas assessed (adding science assessment no later than 2007 in at least one elementary, middle school, and high school grade). Both IASA and NCLB also required states to assess the English language proficiency of English language learners (ELLs).

The result is that the amount of statewide assessment in each state has increased dramatically. In states that pioneered statewide assessment programs, such as Michigan during the 1960s, the state did not add any new assessment components until these federal laws went into effect in the 1990s. It now has six different assessment programs, each covering different grades and/or subgroups of students, for different assessment purposes—a more than 500% increase in the size of the state assessment investment. The amount of change in other states has been comparable, with many adding statewide assessments as a state accountability policy lever for the first time in their states’ history in addition to expanding assessments to meet federal requirements.

Synonymous with the considerable and rapid expansion of statewide assessment efforts is the equally dramatic increases in the costs for the assessment programs. Whereas once states’ assessment costs were a minor part of the state education agencies’ budgets, now the costs are substantially higher (and much more noticeable to policymakers and the public). The required state assessments that once cost just a few million dollars can now run to as much as $100 million per year in a large state. Even though a portion of these costs is paid from federal funds, the state portion of the costs of testing has risen dramatically in recent years.
In the past decade, the total amount of testing-related costs has increased dramatically. ASG estimates that, across the U.S., summative assessment activities now cost in excess of $800 million annually, and are increasing. Other studies estimate that total assessment costs (summative, formative, local, etc.) run from $1.0 billion to $1.3 billion. In the conference report accompanying the adoption of NCLB, Congress mandated that the U.S. Government Accounting Office (GAO) conduct a study to estimate the costs to states of complying with NCLB between 2002 and 2008 (GAO, 2003). The GAO chose to cost out three scenarios. The first was an all multiple-choice (MC) item format for all required state tests. The second was a scenario in which states used a combination of MC and short constructed-response (CR) items that were currently in use in 2002. The third scenario listed the costs if states were to use a combination of MC and extended CR items. The actual appropriations from the federal government to states were at slightly above the first level over the six years from 2002 to 2008 (totaling $400+ million annually). Some states chose MC only programs, although most used a combination of MC- and CR- item formats. Thus, while states did receive some federal support for the added costs of testing, they also had to appropriate additional state dollars to support mandated statewide assessment.

States committed to more extensive performance assessment—such as Connecticut—which included extended writing tasks, science investigations, and other intellectually challenging tasks in its assessments—were unable to afford a large share of the costs of their assessments when NCLB required that every student in certain grade levels be tested annually. Connecticut sued the USED for the costs of maintaining its rich assessment program under NCLB, and, in the course of negotiations, was advised by the department to revert to MC testing. ²

Other studies also have been done over the years to look at total state assessment costs (Education Sector, 2006; Jackson & Bassett, Eduventures, 2005) and one conclusion is that there is a paucity of recent and accurate cost figures. Although there are a variety of estimates, and overall figures for federal expenditures are readily obtainable, the amount that each state spends on its statewide assessment activities is not systematically collected, nor is it analyzed in any appreciable depth.

Also, although states spend a significant amount of money on their statewide assessments, many do not have accurate methods to objectively estimate the appropriate costs for their assessment programs. Furthermore, most states do not have access to good information as to what the costs should be for individual components or special features they may wish to include in an assessment, thereby making it extremely difficult to determine the relative cost-benefit of one component/feature versus another when constructing an assessment. Given the size and scope of the contracts, states need good information on costs that will help them create assessment designs that are as efficient as possible. This need becomes even more acute as states try to redesign their

assessment programs to reflect higher-quality designs that both improve instruction and student learning.

Many testing experts are encouraging states to assess their students at higher and deeper levels so that problem solving and higher-order thinking skills can be better measured and reported. Therefore, it is important to look closely at the current designs being used in states and compare those to new designs that incorporate other approaches that can have more validity for improving instruction and assessing student learning, such as more use of Short CR and Extended CR items and use of innovative performance measures.

**Common Core Standards and RTTT Common Assessment Initiatives**

The development of the common core standards and RTTT funding for assessment and other educational reforms represent two important initiatives in upgrading the educational system in the United States. The common core standards is a joint project spearheaded by CCSSO and NGA to develop a common set of content standards for the states to benchmark the academic standards of the best and most rigorous educational systems in the world. These standards will be used to focus the curriculum on the rigorous skills students will need to succeed in the 21st century and help states in terms of improving student education and assessment. The common state assessment(s), aligned to the common core standards, should make assessment an integral part of curriculum and instruction to actually improve student learning. Through an RTTT competition, funds from the USED will be used for new innovations in education, including assessment, and various consortia of states will be able to use these funds to develop a next generation of higher-quality assessments in reading/language arts and mathematics that can be used as part of their state assessment program in the future. The USED is interested in supporting one or more consortia of states that work toward jointly developing and implementing common HQAs aligned with a consortium’s common set of K-12 standards that are internationally benchmarked and that build toward college and career readiness by the time of high school completion. New, innovative assessment designs are being considered that will both help students learn and teachers develop effective teaching and intervention strategies. These new assessments will likely include new item types such as PTs and PEs, as well as the use of more CR items than current assessments.

However, without any systemic changes in the way assessments are procured, developed, and administered, the cost of these new assessments could exceed the cost of current assessments by a significant amount. If these costs are not anticipated and controlled, they could spell the end of such innovative approaches to assessment. As more details of this new initiative are being unveiled, few analysts have evaluated how much it will actually cost to develop, administer, and maintain these new, innovative assessments under different assessment conditions. Therefore, as noted earlier, this study provides information that can help determine the amount of money a typical state would incur to implement an HQA system in comparison to the amount currently being spent on their state assessment system.
Additional Issues Affecting Current State Assessments

Some of the other issues concerning the design of current state assessments are that they are largely summative in their approach; the assessments are not always instructionally sensitive, balanced, or innovative; and the assessments do not provide teachers with instructional strategies or other useful information that can positively impact students within the school year.

One of the purposes of these set of papers is to suggest better approaches to large-scale assessments that are cost-effective and make the assessments a valuable part of the curriculum. The recent and ongoing work by many researchers and policy makers to design and advocate for more innovative HQAs is an opportunity to improve some of the current approaches that are being used. Also, the information gleaned by a detailed analysis of the costs for these types of assessments can help in the deliberations on the RTTT competition guidelines, as well as the states themselves.

A key premise behind this report is that the total cost of improved state assessments could be significantly more than current assessments if changes are not made in the way assessments are procured and delivered. Furthermore, assessment cost has been a “black box,” especially since the advent of NCLB, and most states are not aware or informed of costs of many different features and functionalities. Thus, states are not able to make educated trade-offs or other decisions concerning changes to their assessment. In addition, it is likely that states are not as efficient as they could be in their current assessment systems.

The ASG Cost Model

The ASG Assessment Cost Model is a variable input, metric-based output model. Specific assessment program variables are input to the model and applied against cost factors, metrics, and/or databases, built on real programmatic data, to derive assessment cost. Several hundred variables associated with the functions and activities required to develop and administer an assessment (e.g., item & test development, production and manufacturing, logistics, editing and scoring, reporting, psychometrics, program management, quality assurance, information technology, etc.) are contained in the model which allows ASG to build up the cost of any assessment from the ground up as opposed to making generalized estimates of the cost of an assessment based on broad industry parameters.

The ASG cost model has the ability to conduct a detailed study of the costs for all types of assessment components to not only determine the cost of the assessment, but to also identify ways to improve the cost effectiveness and efficiency of a state assessment. The model generates detailed cost information, based on actual cost parameters from existing testing programs (secured through the authors’ direct experience, interviews with industry participants, and published cost figures), that can be used to evaluate assessment and assessment component cost. Cost reports by function, area, cost type, etc., are generated and key metrics are presented to better understand assessment cost, as well as allow for a comparison to model “efficient cost” data.
Without an assessment-cost model, it is possible that a state, or consortia of states, will spend a significant amount of money on a new assessment, but not have accurate methods to objectively estimate the appropriate costs for the assessment program. Furthermore, in designing a new assessment, it is important to have access to good information as to what the costs should be for individual components or special features that may be included in the assessment, thereby making it possible to determine the relative cost-benefit of one component/feature versus another when constructing the assessment. States also may have difficulties preparing requests for proposals (RFPs) and comparing vendor cost proposals, and are never quite sure whether assessment contractors are proposing “apples-to-apples” programs.

In a nutshell, states cannot always tell whether prices quoted for an assessment are too high, too low, or about right. The data from a rigorous cost analysis can help a state or consortia of states estimate the individual and total costs of a future assessment. It is hoped that states, as well as the USED, will then be able to budget more efficiently and effectively for assessment because they will have a better understanding of component costs and different options. The Commonwealth of Kentucky commissioned such a study in 2009 when determining the proper amount to budget for its new assessment system.

In this study, ASG used its proprietary, assessment cost-modeling software to determine the costs of a “typical” current state assessment and the costs for various new innovative assessments. After estimating costs for a current assessment, the cost model was used to determine the cost of a new HQA for a “typical” single state purchasing the assessment for its own use. The model was then used to create different design, development, and delivery strategies in order to reduce the cost of the assessment. The resulting reduced assessment costs were then compared against the cost of the current assessment.

**Benefits of ASG Methodology for Helping States Analyze Assessment Costs**

As various designs are proposed for new assessments in the future, states, or consortia of states, need methods that allow them to understand what they will be paying for—from the total bottom-line price down to each assessment component. This will allow states to make decisions about how to tailor the design of the assessments to most effectively and most efficiently assess students (i.e., meeting all federal and state assessment requirements) while still providing the achievement information needed at the state and local district levels. If they are able to better understand their assessment costs, states will be able to better design and implement programs that not only meet federal and state requirements but, more importantly, will be affordable. This may permit states to spend less on testing and more on helping local districts improve instruction and better use the assessment results to improve student learning, and thus achievement—a primary goal of large-scale assessment.
The results from this study help provide data for an apples-to-apples comparison of
current “typical state assessments” and new HQA costs that are created with the same
model using similar assumptions. The information reported from the cost model yields
independent, objective, and accurate estimates of incremental costs for states and
provides fair comparisons of various approaches to developing and delivering the new
assessment. In addition, the information can help states that may want to upgrade their
assessment system and/or cost out various cost-reduction strategies. In the following
sections of this report, details are provided on the assumptions used in the model, the
methodology used to analyze the data, and the results from the series of cost analyses
that were conducted.
Methodology and Key Assumptions

In this section, the methods used to analyze costs in this study are described. Information on the assumptions for the various models of state assessment programs that were evaluated are listed below, and details are provided on the definitions and scenarios used to run the cost models and compare the data.

ASG used a straightforward approach to determine the cost of a typical state assessment, for developing and implementing a new HQA system, and to calculate the resulting incremental cost to adopt the new system. The following assessment models were created and analyses conducted:

1. **Define and price a representative current assessment program for a moderately large state.** The goal of this analysis was to calculate the assessment costs associated with a typical current assessment program for reading/language arts and mathematics. This included the costs for the state assessment program run by the state, as well as an interim benchmark assessment program procured by the state for local district use. ³

2. **Design and price a high-quality, future assessment program for the same moderately large state.** In the same typical state as used in number 1 above, several scenarios were created around the more innovative approaches to assessment that could be used in the future state assessment program. The costs for representative scenarios were determined.

3. **Develop cost-reduction strategies based on consortia of various numbers of states implementing the HQA design.** In these cases, one or more of the scenarios developed in number 2 above were used to develop costs for a consortium of 10, 20, and 30 states working together. Such cost estimates illustrate the cost savings for groups of states working together to create the assessments that are needed. Several analyses based on the state consortia model (see Model 3, page 18) were created to examine further cost-efficiency scenarios and are notated as follows:

---

³ A typical state and typical assessment system were defined and noted as the current assessment system. The current system served as the baseline model for the calculation of both the development and ongoing administration costs. Cost calculations and comparisons (total and incremental) to other scenarios were made relative to this baseline model. Pricing for the current assessment system was developed using the ASG cost model to calculate the summative component and pricing of existing interim assessment products and ASG assumptions to calculate the interim assessment component.
A. Participating in a state assessment consortium to share development and overhead costs. State consortia sizes of 10, 20, and 30 states were analyzed.

B. Moving to online delivery of the assessment. Online assessment (OLA) delivery eliminates much of the cost of pencil-and-paper systems and many states have stated that they want to use an OLA in the future (if they have not already implemented one).

C. Using teachers to score PEs and PT items. Two different models were examined, one (C1) assuming a professional development (PD) model with no additional teacher compensation beyond that supported by the state or district for normal PD days and the other (C2) assuming an $125/day stipend to teachers.

D. Using distributed scoring for CR items. A scenario was run assuming a 50/50 mix of site-based and distributed scoring for the CR items. Distributed scoring was also assumed, in all cases, for the scoring of performance event (PE) and performance task (PT) items.

E. Adopting automated scoring for some CR items. Automated systems are being developed and placed in service using computers to score essay type responses via the use of artificial intelligence (AI) engines. ASG examined one scenario, at a low per-response price point, to determine the impact on assessment cost.

F. Developing a customized interim benchmark assessment system. The cost of developing an interim benchmark system with similar item types and structure as the high-quality system was modeled as case F (1). Case F (2) uses state consortia to develop and make available different options for the administration of an interim assessment system.

Each of these models of assessment programs is explained more fully below. The results of the analyses and costs associated with each model are shown in the next section of this report. For the purposes of this study, the estimates that are provided are illustrative and not intended to be the only resolutions of the questions regarding how to best implement an HQA system. Different calculations could be obtained depending on the specific assessment design and/or vendor solution selected.

**Model 1: Comprehensive Assessment Program for a Moderately Large State**

The typical state assessment program now in use in the United States has a number of characteristics in common. These commonalities are driven by federal requirements for such programs. The No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act requires that states assess English language arts/reading and mathematics at grades three through eight, plus one high school grade, and to assess science at one elementary, one middle school, and one high-
school grade, respectively. There are assessment requirements for ELLs (namely, annual assessment with an English proficiency test) and for students with disabilities (provision of assessment accommodations and an alternate assessment for such students unable to participate in the regular assessment program).

For purposes of this cost study, a moderately large state was selected to determine what a state could be paying for its assessment services—test development and test administration.

The typical summative assessment was defined as one administered at the end of the school year with 50 multiple-choice (MC) questions and 2 extended CR items in mathematics and reading, and 10 MC questions and 1 extended CR item in writing. Writing was included because a substantial number of states have writing as part of their ELA assessment. Science was not included because the common core standards being created for use by the states include only English language arts and mathematics. Summative assessment assumptions are shown in Exhibit 1A.

**Exhibit 1A. Summative Assessment Assumptions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summative Assessment Assumption</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test Years</td>
<td>Year 0 (full field test) + 3 operational years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grades/Students Assessed</td>
<td>Grades 3-8 and 10; 125,000 students per grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domains Assessed</td>
<td>Mathematics and English Language Arts (Reading &amp; Writing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery Method</td>
<td>Pencil and paper for summative assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Unique Test Forms</td>
<td>2 plus a breach form (breach form developed in Year 1 but not printed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color</td>
<td>2-color (no items presented in color)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item Release Rate</td>
<td>25% each year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field Test Methodology</td>
<td>Full field test in Year 0; embedded years 1-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel and Meetings</td>
<td>Standard setting, bias review, sensitivity review (standard meetings)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipping Method</td>
<td>Ground transportation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanning Description</td>
<td>Scannable answer documents in grades 4-8, 10; scannable books in Grade 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scoring of CR Items</td>
<td>Vendor scored, 20% read behind rate, 90% exact and adjacent agreement required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting</td>
<td>End-of-year reports (state, district, school, demographic, etc.) electronically delivered with the exception of the parent report, which is printed and mailed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor Gross Margin</td>
<td>35%*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Vendor gross margin higher than current industry average. All other things being equal, it is expected that prices will rise in the next few years.*
Interim Benchmark Assessment. Interim assessments have become more common among local school systems that are concerned about whether all students will meet the accountability requirements of NCLB. The goal is to use assessments periodically to determine student progress towards mastering the knowledge and skills expected of students when they are assessed on the annual, state-assessment program instruments. There are several ways in which these interim assessments may be implemented and used.

Off-the-Shelf versus Custom-Developed. One of the first choices for districts and states that wish to use interim benchmark assessments is whether to select one of the commercial products on the market or to develop their own instruments. The advantage of using an available set of assessments is that they are readily available and ready to use; they can be implemented easily in the school district. On the other hand, such off-the-shelf products may not measure the skills the district (or the state) considers to be most important, and this mismatch might not permit educators to receive good information on such outcomes.

An alternative that some districts and states are using is to create their own interim benchmark assessments. The advantage of this approach is that the assessments can better measure the skills considered to be important by the district (or the state) and in addition, can use a broader range of assessment types (CR items, PEs, or PTs) not commonly found in off-the-shelf interim assessment products.

Paper-Based versus Online Testing. Another choice that districts and states face is whether the interim benchmark assessment program is delivered online or via paper-based assessments. The advantage of online assessments is the ease of test administration and the speed of return of results. The major challenge is whether the school has the necessary computer infrastructure to permit assessing large numbers of students in a brief period of time.

Paper-based assessments are useful when a broader array of assessments—those for which online administration would be challenging—are used. In addition, they are helpful when the number of students to be assessed is small or if custom-developed interim benchmark assessments were developed and the cost of entering these into online assessment systems is viewed as too high.

State Education Agency Role in Interim Benchmark Assessment. There are several ways in which state education agencies might assist local districts that wish to use interim benchmark assessments. At one extreme are states that purchase a single, interim benchmark assessment system (or that custom-develop one) for all districts in the state. Another potential role would be to provide for the use of such a system locally, but not mandate a single system for the entire state. This may or may not come with the necessary resources for operating such a system. Third, states may provide assessment materials previously used in the state assessment program for local district
use in “stocking” their own interim benchmark assessments. Finally, states might simply acknowledge that districts are using such a system and permit them to use federal, state, or local funds to pay the necessary costs of developing and using such a system.

Given the above, there are currently a wide variety of options and associated pricing for interim assessments. If we were to select one “typical” option for pricing purposes, it would be an online test with 40 MC and no CR items delivered three times a year at an all-in-all price of around $8 a student.4

**Options for States Working Together.** When states form consortia to develop and implement large-scale, summative assessments at the state level, they may also wish to consider how they could work together to provide interim benchmark assessments to their local school districts. There are at least four different options for this to occur:

1. The full consortium buys/leases a complete system (items and online delivery system) from a vendor and this system is provided to local districts to use as they see fit.

2. The consortium purchases/leases an online assessment system from a vendor, but the consortium loads its own assessment (which it has developed) into the system and provides the system for local district use.

3. The consortium develops its own interim benchmark assessments and administers these and the state assessments using the same online system that they have either created or leased.

4. The consortium develops its own assessments and provides these to the local school districts to use as they see fit—to load into any online system that they have and/or to use as paper-based assessments.

In order to assist states working in a consortium to understand the costs of these options, cost estimates were prepared to show what each would cost per student and per state.

---

4. Current and projected interim assessment pricing based on catalog pricing and interviews with Pearson, CTB/McGraw Hill, and NWEA
### Exhibit 1B: Interim Assessment Assumptions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interim Assessment Assumption</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test Years</td>
<td>Years 1-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grades/Students Assessed</td>
<td>Grades 3-8 and 10; 125,000 students per grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domains Assessed</td>
<td>Mathematics and English Language Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery Method</td>
<td>Online (multiple annual administration) with a paper-and-pencil option</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Unique Test Forms</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color</td>
<td>Online system would have color capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item Release Rate</td>
<td>TBD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field Test Methodology</td>
<td>Items are field-tested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting</td>
<td>Reporting is automated and available within hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Exhibit 1C: Interim Assessment Per Student Pricing Assumption

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>States</th>
<th>Purchase System and Content</th>
<th>Purchase System Only: Add Owned Content</th>
<th>Purchase Summative and Interim System: Add Owned Content</th>
<th>Develop Content and Provide to Districts Upon Request</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>$8.00 €6.00</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>Var.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>$7.00 €5.00</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>Var.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>$6.00 €4.00</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>Var.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Baseline Cost Determination

The ASG cost model was used to develop the appropriate price for the summative assessment defined earlier for the typical moderately large state (875,000 students tested), calculated for Years 0, 1, 2, and 3. The assumptions above were used to develop the costs options for the interim assessment system. The combined costs for the various options can then be set as the baseline for comparing current and future assessment system costs.

### Model 2: HQAs

After the costs for the baseline assessment program were determined, the next step was to develop a scenario for the design of a high-quality, large-scale assessment program. This is not an easy task, since there are a variety of ideas about how large-scale assessments could be changed and improved. However, in order to develop cost estimates for such a program, a design was developed and specific quantities of different types of assessment items were determined. The HQA designs include a greater mix of CR items than is commonly seen on such assessments today, as well as new innovative item types.
defined as PEs and PTs. Many testing experts view these types of items as doing a much better job of testing a student’s problem solving and higher order critical thinking skills than current multiple-choice (MC) items. Table A shows a description of the types of items assumed to be used in such a program. A summary of the new assessment designs is shown in Exhibit 2 (see page 17).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table A: HQA Item Types and Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Multiple Choice (MC):</strong> This is an on-demand item in which students select the correct answer from among four choices given to them.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| *Example:* Who wrote the play *Romeo and Juliet*?  
A. William Shakespeare  
B. Thornton Wilder  
C. William Blake  
D. Thomas Smythe |
| **Short Constructed-Response (SCR):** This is an on-demand written exercise in which the student produces a response that ranges from a word or a few numbers to a few sentences or a few numbers. |
| *Example:* Describe in one paragraph the basic plot of *Romeo and Juliet*. |
| **Extended Constructed-Response (ECR):** This is an on-demand written exercise in which the student produces a response that ranges from one paragraph to a couple of pages in response to a prompt. The essay is typically scored on a 0-4 or 0-6 basis for one or more dimensions. |
| *Example:* Write an essay describing one or more central conflicts inherent in the play “Romeo and Juliet.” Then describe how such a conflict (or conflicts) could occur in modern-day America. Describe at least two ways in which this play could describe modern America. |
| **Performance Event (PE):** This is an on-demand activity that students complete in a class period in school. It may involve a written activity, but often may involve students actually doing something, being observed and rated by the teacher. The PE will be scored on one or more dimensions, each typically on a 0-4 or 0-6 scale. |
| *Example:* Sketch the set for a production of Shakespeare’s “Romeo and Juliet” to illustrate how plays were staged in England in Shakespeare’s time. Describe the key elements of the set and why you have portrayed them in this way. You have 45 minutes to complete this exercise. |
| **Performance Task (PT):** This is an activity that students will work on in class and outside of class for periods ranging from a couple of days to several weeks. Typically, because these are such complex tasks, they may result in a paper, a completed project, and/or presentation. The PT may involve multiple parts that could be scored holistically or separately. The PT will be scored on one or more dimensions, each typically on a 0–4 or 0–6 scale. |
| *Example:* Develop a paper, drawings, and a presentation to compare how a play written at the time of Shakespeare might be staged and how the same play might be produced and staged today. Consider changes in how plays were written, the venues where they were staged, the manner in which the audience would “interact” with the players, and the net effect on those who attended the production. Your paper should be at least three pages in length and include, at a minimum, two drawings. |
### Exhibit 2—Summative and Interim Assessment Test Designs

#### Summative Assessment Design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mathematics</th>
<th>Item Counts</th>
<th>Item Counts</th>
<th>Item Counts</th>
<th>Item Counts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current Typical Assessment</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-Quality Assessment</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2 (1 in Grade 3)</td>
<td>2 (0 in Grade 3, 1 in Grade 4)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English Language Arts</th>
<th>Item Counts</th>
<th>Item Counts</th>
<th>Item Counts</th>
<th>Item Counts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current Typical Assessment (Reading)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Typical Assessment (Writing)*</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-Quality Assessment (Reading)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2 (1 in Grades 3 &amp; 4)</td>
<td>2 (1 in Grades 3 &amp; 4)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-Quality Assessment (Writing)*</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2 (1 in Grades 3 &amp; 4)</td>
<td>2 (1 in Grades 3 &amp; 4)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Administered in Grades 4, 7, and 10

#### Interim Assessment Design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mathematics</th>
<th>Item Counts</th>
<th>Item Counts</th>
<th>Item Counts</th>
<th>Item Counts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current Typical Assessment**</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-Quality Assessment**</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 (0 in Grade 3)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English Language Arts</th>
<th>Item Counts</th>
<th>Item Counts</th>
<th>Item Counts</th>
<th>Item Counts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current Typical Assessment**</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-Quality Assessment**</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Administered three times a year
The full “procurement cost” of implementing the new assessment system was calculated which consists of the initial development of the items and forms (a Year-0 incremental expense), as well as the ongoing annual cost of administering the assessment program. Calculations for the cost-per-functional area (development, production, IT, program management, quality assurance, warehousing/logistics, scoring, etc.); cost per student; cost per grade; cost per domain; and key metrics for each functional area and assessment as a whole were also generated. The model was used to calculate Year 0, Year 1, Year 2, and Year 3 assessment costs so the same data set was available to compare the future HQA cost data to the baseline current assessment data.

Based on the results of previous studies, our estimates assume that the average time it takes an experienced person to score a PE and PT is three and six minutes, respectively. 5 It is likely that these times could vary depending on the nature of the items actually used in an HQA and, therefore, we also conducted a “sensitivity analysis” using longer scoring times of up to six additional minutes, in one-minute increments, respectively, for the two types of tasks. The estimates are based on average times reported by scorers working under the direction of an assessment organization. These average times include both students who write elaborate responses to the PEs and tasks, and those students who provide little or no response. The latter can sometimes constitute upwards of one-third of the “responses” to these items. The scoring time for each type of item is dependent on the number of parts that are written into each PE or task, as well as how elaborate the student responses are, and how many students respond. The estimates selected should serve as a starting point in the discussion of the development of new HQAs, with these variables in mind.

**Model 3: Cost-Reduction Strategies/Cases**

Once the current and HQA system costs were calculated for a given typical moderately large state, strategies were developed to reduce the cost of the new assessment system. The following models were examined and assessment system costs calculated. (Note: Each model and case was calculated independently of the other cases. A final calculation was made to determine the impact on assessment cost if all of the cost-reduction strategies modeled were implemented.)

**A. Participation in a consortium of states to develop and administer a new HQA.** Participation in state consortia of 10, 20, and 30 states was examined. Participating in a consortium of states allows the members to spread the fixed costs of development and vendor overhead functions (IT, QA, etc.) over the entire group. Additionally, a consortium of states should be able to negotiate better pricing from both online and test development vendors. ASG assumed a lower vendor gross margin in the consortia cases.

---

5. For sources of these estimates, see Baron (1984), Breland, Camp, Jones, Morris & Rock (1987); Hymes (1991); U.S. Congress Office of Technology Assessment (1992); Stevenson (1990); and Hill & Reidy (1993).
B. Use of technology in delivering the assessment. The use of online testing was examined and the impact on assessment cost calculated. Online test development and administration systems can be significantly less expensive than using paper and pencil to administer the assessment. While costs to a state for the purchase of additional PCs was not modeled in our calculations, it would not be difficult for a state to calculate the cost-benefit analysis of moving to online testing using the data in this study. Additionally, several strategies exist that a state can use to mitigate the impact of high student-to-PC ratios on the required testing window.

C. Use of teachers to score PEs and PTs. Different scenarios were run assuming that teachers would score the PEs and PTs. In one scenario (C1), teacher scoring of PEs and PTs was treated as part of teacher PD and, therefore, the cost of scoring these items was not included in the calculation of total future assessment system costs. In another scenario (C2), it was assumed that teachers would be paid a $125-a-day stipend to score the items. The decision as to whether teachers would score their own students’ responses or the responses from other students in the group of states is assumed to be made by the state consortium.

D. Use of distributed scoring to mark the CR items. Distributed scoring allows the person scoring the item to work from his or her home or office while accessing a centralized scoring and monitoring platform. Distributed scoring of CR items is cheaper than centralized on-site scoring because it avoids the fixed facilities, computer, and scoring center management costs. ASG used a 50/50 mix of site-based and distributed scoring because both methods of scoring CR items are typically implemented in order to get the total number of readers required and, to a lesser extent, for the vendor to get a feel for the issues that arise in scoring particular responses. Note that for comparability purposes, ASG assumed distributed scoring for PEs and PTs in all cases.

E. Use of AI technology in scoring CR items. The labor required to score CR items is a major assessment cost. A variety of systems have been or are being developed and placed in service to automatically score student essay and other CR items using AI engines. Based on ASG’s research⁶, today these systems cost between $.50 and $3 per response with the bulk of the pricing by vendors at the higher end of the range. It is assumed that as time passes and systems continue to mature, pricing should become more affordable. A scenario was run, for the 30-state consortium, at $.50 per item to score a student response and

---

⁶ Pricing estimates are based on interviews with Vantage Learning, Internet Testing Services, Measurement Inc., and AIR, as well as ASG’s research on other systems.
$6,000 per item system training fee, to determine the impact of computer-based scoring on the cost of scoring the CR items.

**F. Development of a customized, interim benchmark assessment system.** In the case of a possible future interim assessment system [Case F (1)], it was assumed that the state or state consortia would incur the initial development cost of creating the new interim assessments that would line up with the high-quality summative assessment but would use an existing system to deliver the interim assessments at the same price as is available today. It was also assumed that teachers would score the CR questions as a normal part of the curriculum.

In Case F (2), different options for implementing and administering an interim assessment system were examined. It is quite possible that a state could pay less than commercial prices today for an interim system, particularly if the system is procured by a consortium of states or the same system is used to deliver both the summative and interim assessments. ASG made assumptions on future system prices based on discussions with current interim assessment system providers7.

Finally, it should be noted that having a comprehensive, balanced assessment system with classroom-based assessment components occurring during the year takes on some of the information purposes that are otherwise carried by interim assessments and thus has the potential to provide some economy in the system.

Exhibit 4 (page 21) provides an overview of the various model cases, number of states testing, and online testing methods, as well as online pricing and vendor profit margin assumptions.

The data generated in the various cases are important in understanding the costs of converting to a new assessment system and how to mitigate the additional costs of implementing an HQA system. The uses of online technology, teacher scoring of performance items, and participation in a consortium of states to procure and administer assessments are important elements in maintaining affordable assessment systems in the future.

**Advantages of Using this Methodology**

The methodology outlined above and used in this study for calculating the baseline costs of a typical current assessment and the incremental costs of moving to a new, higher-quality assessment system has several advantages. First, using the same model to calculate both the current and HQA system costs provides an “apples-to-apples” comparison of the incremental cost of moving to a new assessment system. While the baseline assessment may not be structured in exactly the same way as that used in a particu-

7. Discussions were held with Pearson, NWEA, and CTB/McGraw Hill
Exhibit 4 - Model Cases

Note: High-quality assessment (HQA) cases are independent of each other.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pricing and Profit Variables</th>
<th>1. Current State</th>
<th>2. New HQA</th>
<th>3A. HQA with State-Consortia Cases</th>
<th>3B. HQA with Online Assessment Cases</th>
<th>3C. Teacher Scoring of PEs and PTs w/ and w/out stipend***</th>
<th>3D. HQA w/ Distributed Scoring of CR Items</th>
<th>3E. HQA w/ Online Scoring of CR Items+</th>
<th>3F. Develop New Interim Assessment</th>
<th>3F(2). Develop New Interim Assessment Admin. Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of States</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor Gross Profit %*</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online Per-Student Price**</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-time Online Fixed Cost ($000)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* For development and administrative functions in cases with online components
** Prime contractor overhead of 3%-4% is added on top of this number
*** Vendor system charge on teacher scoring cases is roughly 25% of total teacher stipend (whether paid or not) + 15% human read behind rate assumed. $.50 is the per-score price.

Constructed-Response (CR) items do not include performance events (PEs) and performance tasks (PTs). PEs and PTs already assumed to be scored using distributed scoring.

Note: Cases 3B, 3C, and 3D assume online system used to deliver the assessment and score all multiple-choice (MC) items; hence, pricing for the online system component does not change.
lar state, it provides a good approximation of a typical state’s assessment costs. Since the same model and assumptions are used to make the calculations for both the current and future assessment systems, the incremental cost of moving to a new assessment system has a high degree of validity. Next, the methodology avoids the problem of using a particular state’s assessment cost as a baseline as any given state’s assessment costs may not be representative of typical costs due to the particulars of that state’s assessment program and/or the operational methodology in which the assessment is delivered. The methodology also eliminates differences in vendor pricing and operational assessment delivery practices as potential sources of bias and error. Finally, the methodology provides for further apples-to-apples cost comparisons when new, lower-cost approaches to developing and administering assessments are developed and analyzed.
Results of the Cost Analyses

As described in the previous section, several different assessment designs were analyzed in the ASG cost model. For each of those models, the ASG cost-estimation system was used to derive representative costs. This will permit assessment designers to determine how much HQA systems might cost an individual state (working alone) and how these costs might be reduced through consortia of states working together, as well as by using a variety of cost-savings strategies.

Summaries of the costs for each of these options are provided below.

1. Representative, comprehensive assessment program for a moderately large state

The costs for the current assessment program for a “typical” state were estimated for four fiscal years—a base year (labeled Year 0) which is necessary to prepare and field test the needed assessment materials for use—and three additional years of operational testing, labeled Years 1, 2, and 3. For each year, the anticipated costs of operating the typical assessment program in a single state were calculated. Costs were calculated for the following: total cost, cost per student, cost by function, and cost by content area and grade. Each of these is described for this assessment model. The presumption was made that only a limited number of CR items and no performance assessments (events or tasks) are used in this program, since many states have had to cut back or eliminate CR items due to budget cuts.

Table 1 summarizes the total yearly cost for this traditional, comprehensive assessment program. These (and other) costs are based on the specifications shown in the previous section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Year 0</th>
<th>Year 1</th>
<th>Year 2</th>
<th>Year 3</th>
<th>Total Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single-State Cost</td>
<td>$3,936,258</td>
<td>$16,633,386</td>
<td>$15,566,449</td>
<td>$16,189,107</td>
<td>$52,325,199</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Year 0 shown in Table 1 includes development costs for the assessment program. Note that the costs for Year 1, which are higher than those for Years 2 and 3, include development, but not printing, of a breach form in addition to the operational forms. As can be seen, the cost of operating even a conventional, comprehensive assessment program—one with limited use of CR items and no performance assessment—is substantial. However, since 2002, states have received support from federal funding associated with NCLB in order to afford these costs, with state funds being used to pay for the remaining costs.

Another way to examine these costs is on a per-pupil basis. The per-pupil cost is also considerable, as is shown in Table 2 (page 24). However, this cost is substantially less...
than that of a new textbook, a typical student’s school supplies for the year, or almost any educational intervention.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Per-Pupil, Single-State Cost of Assessment, Per Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Year</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-State Cost</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that average cost includes Year 0 expenditures and averages all costs over three years.

Table 2 indicates that there are development costs required for a traditional high-stakes assessment program even before it is administered. This is typically the case. The program is not too costly per pupil because only a limited number of expensive types of items (CR) and no performance assessments are used.

By examining the costs for this assessment model by function, it is possible to see which aspects of the assessment program are most and least costly. The former might provide areas to examine for cost savings. Figure 1 shows the costs for each portion of the assessment program.

![Figure 1. Cost by Function for Traditional Assessment](image)
As can be seen, the most expensive portions of this assessment program are content development and CR scoring. Other expensive portions of this program include printing, distribution, and scanning.

A final way of looking at cost is by content area and grade, as is indicated in Table 3. This type of costing shows the different costs associated with the English language arts (reading and writing) assessments, as well as the mathematics assessments, at each grade level. Grade-level costs will vary because, for example at third grade, a scannable test booklet is used, while an answer folder (scannable answer sheet) is used at the other grades.

### Table 3. Single-State Cost by Content Area and Grade

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Mathematics</th>
<th>Reading</th>
<th>Writing</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$1.37</td>
<td>$1.43</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$2.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$1.10</td>
<td>$1.19</td>
<td>$1.10</td>
<td>$3.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$1.16</td>
<td>$1.23</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$2.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>$1.12</td>
<td>$1.24</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$2.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>$1.10</td>
<td>$1.14</td>
<td>$1.11</td>
<td>$3.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>$1.07</td>
<td>$1.21</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$2.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>$1.09</td>
<td>$1.12</td>
<td>$1.13</td>
<td>$3.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$8.02</td>
<td>$8.57</td>
<td>$3.35</td>
<td>$19.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen, while there are some differences between grade level and subject area costs, these are not substantial, due in part to the minimal use of written-response items in the conventional assessment program at each grade and subject area.

The model generated costs for a typical current assessment for a moderately large state were mostly as expected, as summarized below:

- Total cost and costs by function are in line and typical with what would be expected in a large-scale assessment.

- Costs for production, manufacturing, and warehousing are a bit lower than normal due to an efficient test design and the exclusion of science from the subject areas being tested. Adding a science assessment would yield costs for these functions in the $8-per-student range, which is what would be expected in a typical large-scale assessment.

- Development costs are about one-quarter of total costs and consistent with a typical assessment.
• CR scoring is a bit high but in the reasonable range at a bit less than one-third of total costs, which is the result of using all ECR items in the three exams.

• The writing assessment includes 10 MC questions versus 25 for reading and mathematics. The lower development cost of the writing exam is offset by the higher-scoring costs associated with the writing CR items.

• As noted earlier, the vendor margin is probably a bit higher than that experienced in the industry today but reflects ASG’s views on the direction of future pricing.

2. An innovative HQA program for the same moderately large state

The costs of a new HQA program for the same “typical” state, with the same numbers of students assessed, were also estimated for the same four fiscal years—a base year (labeled Year 0) which is necessary to prepare the needed assessment materials for use—and three additional years of operational testing, labeled Years 1, 2, and 3. For each year, the anticipated cost of operating the high-quality assessment program in the single state was calculated. Costs were also calculated for the following: total cost, cost per student, cost by function, and cost by content area and grade. Each of these is described for this assessment model.

The high-quality model assessment program differed from the conventional one shown above mainly in terms of the number and type of CR items, as well as the addition of PEs and PTs. Also, with the addition of more CR and performance items, fewer MC items were used. Such a program involves considerably more scoring of student responses than in a traditional program, and it is anticipated that such a program will be substantially more expensive than the conventional program. Note that, in this case, it was assumed that all scoring activities were performed by the vendor. In new systems, it is possible that teachers within a state are part of a moderated scoring system, in part to support professional learning. We examine this possibility in later scenarios.

Table 4 summarizes the total yearly cost for the representative comprehensive assessment program in the same state of moderate size. These (and other) costs are based on the specifications shown in the previous section.

Table 4. Total Single-State HQA Program Cost by Year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Year 0</th>
<th>Year 1</th>
<th>Year 2</th>
<th>Year 3</th>
<th>Total Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>$7,813,641</td>
<td>$45,562,943</td>
<td>$45,473,513</td>
<td>$47,292,454</td>
<td>$146,142,551</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen, the cost of operating the high-quality comprehensive assessment program, one with substantial increased use of CR items and performance assessments,
is substantially larger than the conventional program—$146 million over three-plus years versus approximately $52 million (see Table 1) for the same moderately sized state.

This is also reflected in the per-pupil cost, which is shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Per-Pupil, Single-State HQA Cost

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Year 0</th>
<th>Year 1</th>
<th>Year 2</th>
<th>Year 3</th>
<th>Average Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>$8.93</td>
<td>$52.07</td>
<td>$51.97</td>
<td>$54.05</td>
<td>$55.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 indicates that the HQA program is more costly per pupil because the larger number of expensive types of items (CR and performance assessments) used in it. This is something that assessment-program designers will need to consider as innovative approaches to assessment are considered in response to the common core development movement among the states.

Also, something interesting to note is that when the assessment design was changed to the HQA, roughly 12% was saved on development, printing, and warehousing costs because the reduced number of MC items results in less development, less field testing, and a smaller test book.

Another way of looking at the cost for this assessment model is cost by function. Figure 2 shows the costs for each portion of the assessment program. This allows the reader to see which functions are the most expensive in the HQA program. This serves to provide targets for cost-saving measures, as explored in the set of cost-saving options that follow.

Figure 2. Cost by Function for an HQA
As can be seen, the single most expensive portion of this assessment program is scoring—of the SCR and ECR items, the PEs, PTs, and administrative costs associated with scoring. The total cost of $110 million for such scoring is more than three quarters of the total cost of this innovative assessment program. This scoring cost is about $95 million more than in the traditional assessment program (shown in Figure 1 above). The other costly portion of this HQA program is content development, representing around 5% of the total cost, although content development is about $1 million less for the HQA model than the conventional one. As mentioned above, this occurs because by moving from 50 MC items to 25 MC items, the number of items to be developed and field-tested is much less. The cost of procuring (not testing) a CR item—although about double an MC item (~$600 vs. ~$300)—does not offset the fewer MC items required to be developed. (Note: It costs $2,500 and $5,000, respectively, to develop but not field test the PEs and PTs.)

A final way of looking at cost is by content area and grade, as is indicated in Table 6. This view of the assessment system shows the different costs associated with the English language arts (reading and writing) assessments, as well as the mathematics assessments, at each grade level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Mathematics</th>
<th>Reading</th>
<th>Writing</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$1.93</td>
<td>$3.04</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$4.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>8.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>10.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>10.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>24.64</td>
<td>22.10</td>
<td>8.94</td>
<td>55.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As mentioned above, grade-level costs vary because at third grade, a scannable test booklet is used, while an answer folder is used at the other grades. In addition, there is a differential use of the innovative assessment types across the content areas. This will be reflected in the greater differences in costs between the content areas, as seen in Table 6 versus Table 3.

In conclusion, for the HQA for the same state, some interesting things happen when comparing it to the typical assessment, as summarized here:

- Development costs actually decrease as the fewer MC items offset the additional cost of developing additional CR and PE/PT items.
• With fewer MC items, it was possible to eliminate a field test form and decrease the number of pages in the test book by 25% to 33%.

• Costs for production, manufacturing, and warehousing costs are 12% lower than in Case 1. These savings are more than offset by the increase in CR scoring and the addition of the scoring for the PEs and PTs.

• Costs for scoring of CR and PE/PT items increase substantially and result in a much higher total and per-pupil cost than Case 1, as expected. This is because more CR and performance items are used, and because the performance assessments require substantially more time per student to score them accurately.

3. Cost-Reduction Strategies
As noted in the previous section, several potential cost-saving strategies were selected to determine if they could reduce the costs of the HQA model, perhaps so much so that it could be more affordable to states. Each cost-reduction strategy was examined separately, so its impact on total costs could be separately ascertained. However, it is anticipated that two or more of these strategies might be employed by states so as to minimize the costs of innovations in assessment design used by them.

3A. Participating in a state assessment consortium of 10, 20, or 30 states to share development and overhead costs.
There are a number of costs associated with state assessment programs that are fixed or which do not vary greatly depending on the number of students assessed. The goal of a consortium is to avoid redundant activities so that these fixed costs can be shared among a larger number of states, thereby making the assessment program more efficient. The total cost to any state would be less since these costs would be spread over a larger base—whether this is calculated in terms of number of states or number of students.

Partially offsetting the cost savings will be some cost increases because certain activities for a group of states working together end up being more expensive than the same activities carried out just in one state. For example, project management meetings called by a group of states in a consortium will involve greater travel costs, and may also involve increases in management costs (for administering the multistate project). Hence, it is important to examine how costs would be affected by different sizes of consortia.

For sake of convenience, consortia that involve 10, 20, or 30 states working together were selected. The total number of students used for costing represented 20%, 40%, or 60% of the total number of students enrolled in public schools as reported by the U.S. Department of Education National Center for Education Statistics in 2009.
The data shown in Table 7 are reported in a similar manner as above for consortia of 10, 20, and 30 states with the costs for a single state shown again for convenience.

### Table 7. Total HQA Cost by Year and Consortium Size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of States</th>
<th>Year 0</th>
<th>Year 1</th>
<th>Year 2</th>
<th>Year 3</th>
<th>Total Cost</th>
<th>Average Per State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$7,813,641</td>
<td>$45,562,943</td>
<td>$45,473,513</td>
<td>$47,292,454</td>
<td>$146,142,551</td>
<td>$146,142,551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>$7,255,524</td>
<td>$220,534,504</td>
<td>$227,580,504</td>
<td>$236,683,724</td>
<td>$692,054,256</td>
<td>$69,205,426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>10,865,234</td>
<td>422,821,426</td>
<td>438,008,219</td>
<td>455,528,548</td>
<td>1,327,223,427</td>
<td>66,361,171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>14,109,627</td>
<td>605,517,274</td>
<td>628,080,944</td>
<td>653,204,182</td>
<td>1,900,912,027</td>
<td>63,363,734</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A couple of things can be noted from this table. First, the per-state cost goes down as more states join the consortium. This is to be expected as fixed costs are spread over more entities. Second, the per-state cost of all three consortia, is substantially lower than the cost of a state operating a comparable program by itself. For example, Table 4 showed (and this table also shows) that a single state would pay $146 million for an HQA program, while states working together can save substantially—between $75 million to more than $80 million per state over the three-plus years of operation. The costs for the innovative program when states work together come much closer to the cost of the conventional program—$52 million (see Table 1) versus $63-66 million (Table 7). Therefore, states working together in a consortium could save substantial money over working alone and could implement a much more innovative assessment program for not much more money over four years. (Note that some of the narrowing of the cost differential between a single state and a consortium of states implementing an HQA system results from the smaller average state size in the consortium, 540,000 students, versus the moderately large-state size, 875,000 students, modeled for the single-state case.)

The per-pupil costs for each size of consortium are shown in Table 8. This is a more direct method to compare costs, since it is the per-pupil cost that would give an individual state a better idea of what such an innovative program would cost to operate.

### Table 8. Per-Pupil Cost of Assessment, Per Year, by Consortium Size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Year 0</th>
<th>Year 1</th>
<th>Year 2</th>
<th>Year 3</th>
<th>Average Per Pupil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 State</td>
<td>$8.93</td>
<td>$52.07</td>
<td>$51.97</td>
<td>$54.05</td>
<td>$55.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 States</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>40.54</td>
<td>41.83</td>
<td>43.51</td>
<td>42.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 States</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>38.86</td>
<td>40.26</td>
<td>41.87</td>
<td>40.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 States</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>37.10</td>
<td>38.49</td>
<td>40.03</td>
<td>38.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As can be seen, the net effect of a larger group of states working together is a savings of about $3.50 per student for working in a consortium of 30 states versus 10 states, and substantially greater savings (in the range of $10-$15 per student) than for a state to tackle this work on its own (see Table 6 for comparison purposes).

Costs for the three consortium sizes by function are shown in Figures 3A, 3B, and 3C so that comparisons can be made on the amount of possible savings that can result by working with groups of states.

Figure 3A. Cost by Function for 10-State Consortium

Figure 3B. Cost by Function for 20-State Consortium
The pie charts show which functions are fixed or relatively fixed and those that are variable based on the number of students assessed. For example, the content development costs are almost flat (actually, go down slightly as the size of the consortium increases). Scoring costs, on the other hand, are directly proportional to the number of students assessed, so states working together in a consortium will have a small impact on the per-pupil or total costs of this function. The impact of a consortium on reducing scoring cost is largely due to pricing as the assumption was made that a consortium of 10 states will get a 5% discount, 20 states get a 7% discount, and 30 states get a 9% discount from the base case. There are some additional costs that, if shared, would result in savings to states, for example, QA, psychometrics, and technical support.

Table 9 shows the cost per student for each content area for the single-state and different consortium sizes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consortium Size</th>
<th>Mathematics</th>
<th>Reading</th>
<th>Writing</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 State</td>
<td>24.64</td>
<td>22.10</td>
<td>8.94</td>
<td>55.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 States</td>
<td>18.93</td>
<td>16.58</td>
<td>6.91</td>
<td>42.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 States</td>
<td>18.15</td>
<td>15.88</td>
<td>6.63</td>
<td>40.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 States</td>
<td>17.34</td>
<td>15.16</td>
<td>6.34</td>
<td>38.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In conclusion, for the HQA developed and procured by state consortium, a few interesting things were noted, including:
• While the student count has increased by a factor of roughly 6.2 times, expense items increased by less than this amount, including those expenses that vary with the number of students. This is mostly due to improved efficiencies in printing, distribution, and scoring (highly variable cost functions), as well as lower margin assumptions versus the base case as state consortia size increases.

• Significant efficiencies were seen in the scoring of CR and PE/PT items. This is because of three factors: a) margin is lower by 5%+ as a consortium of states is able to negotiate better vendor pricing than a single state, b) the same number of students are needed to be field-tested as consortia size increases in order to get valid results on these items, and c) the training component of the scoring is essentially a fixed cost.

• The QA, IT, and psychometrics functions expenses did not increase much with the increase in the number of students.

• In total, per-pupil costs decline from $55.67 to $42.41 in the 10-state consortium, a reduction of roughly 24%. The reduction is 30% for the 30-state consortium.

• Two operational forms and a breach form (that is not printed) of the exam were developed. Our assumption is that states will be comfortable using the same assessment form and will work through the security issues involved in such a situation rather than developing separate forms for their individual use. Developing and using more than two operational forms yearly would increase development and production costs significantly.

Overall, it is clear that states working together in developing and implementing a common HQA program can do so at substantial cost savings to each participating state, but by working together, they will not be able to save enough from this action alone to bring the costs of innovative assessments in line with current expenditures on assessment.

Note that in actual operation, states might choose to share fixed costs on a per-state basis (e.g., a consortium of 10 states would divide the fixed costs by 10), while the variable costs might be shared on a per-student basis. This could result in slightly different “per-state” costs than are shown here.

3B. Moving to online delivery of the assessment to reduce production and shipment costs.
The next cost option explored was the online delivery of the assessment by computer. The assumption was made that all students in each state participating in a consortium would be assessed in this manner, with the only exception being a few students with disabilities for whom a paper-based assessment would be an appropriate accommodation.
For costing purposes, the same HQA program was used, and the assumption was made that the scoring would be carried out by the vendor using its trained human scorers. Table 10 shows the costs associated with this assessment delivery method.

Table 10. HQA Cost by Delivery Method and Consortium Size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consortium Size</th>
<th>Total Assessment Cost</th>
<th>Online Per-Pupil Cost</th>
<th>Paper Per-Pupil Cost (3A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 States</td>
<td>$663,287,152</td>
<td>$40.64</td>
<td>$42.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 States</td>
<td>1,240,224,116</td>
<td>38.00</td>
<td>40.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 States</td>
<td>1,730,018,897</td>
<td>35.34</td>
<td>38.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen, the cost of assessing students online is less than paper-based testing, as shown in the comparison of costs between this table and Tables 7 and 8. The net per-pupil savings is about $2.25 to $3.50 per student.

For consortia with online administration, some savings were seen from the move to online assessment, as summarized below:

- The savings are a bit less than expected as moving to the HQA eliminated 12% of per student pencil-and-paper costs and, therefore, less potential savings were available when moving to online test administration.

- Online system costs (including a prime contractor management fee) of $3.72 per student in the 10-state consortium, $2.63 in the 20-state consortium, and $1.58 in the 30-state consortium were assumed.

- The savings for moving to online assessment are still significant as a percentage of total non-CR and PE/PT assessment costs.

- Moving to online assessment within the context of an assessment consortium of any size will save states some money, but the savings are not substantial (where an assessment includes vendor scoring of performance items)—certainly, not larger than the cost savings of simply working together. The cost savings are more significant for online assessment administration versus a traditional assessment without performance items.

3C. Using teachers to score PE and PT items

Another option is for local educators to score the PEs and PTs. This approach has been used successfully in some testing programs and by a variety of countries. The first table, Table 11, shows the costs when teachers are doing this as a PD activity. For costing pur-
poses, the assumption was made that each PE would take on average three minutes to score and each PT would take on average six minutes to score.

A number of studies have noted the strong learning benefits of teachers’ involvement in scoring, and thus one could argue that this activity could be undertaken as part of state PD budgets. In this case, the costs for teachers’ time in carrying out the scoring tasks are not associated with the assessment contract and not included in the cost of using an assessment vendor.

Table 11. Assessment Costs When Teacher Scoring as PD Activity Is Used

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consortium Size</th>
<th>Total Assessment Cost</th>
<th>Teacher PD Scoring Per-Pupil Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 States</td>
<td>$305,198,877</td>
<td>$18.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 States</td>
<td>520,475,313</td>
<td>15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 States</td>
<td>713,554,967</td>
<td>14.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table shows that the cost of the assessment program would be substantially lower if states’ teachers are used for scoring and if the cost of this scoring were associated with the PD budget, not that of the assessment program. These costs decline somewhat in consortia that involve more states.

Table 12 shows what the assessment would cost if teachers were paid a $125 stipend per day for scoring the PEs and PTs. These costs were provided to look at cases where payments to teachers would be necessary for them to participate in scoring the assessments items requiring human scoring.

Table 12. Assessment Costs When Teachers are Paid $125 Stipend Per Day

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consortium Size</th>
<th>Total Assessment Cost Including Teacher Stipend</th>
<th>Per Pupil/Teacher Stipend Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 States</td>
<td>$508,635,610</td>
<td>$31.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 States</td>
<td>$1,258,768,591</td>
<td>$25.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table shows that the costs of the assessment programs for consortia of 10 and 30 states are higher than the previous scenario, but much less than the costs for vendor scoring of the performance items (Table 8) if teachers are paid a stipend of $125 per day to score the PEs and PTs.

Because of uncertainty about the length of time for scoring of the PE and PT items, an additional analysis was run (for a 10-state consortium only) to show the per-pupil costs for scoring the same number of PE and PT items but assuming an increase in scoring time. This is shown in Figure 4 (page 36).
Not surprisingly, Figure 4 shows a fairly predictable relationship between added time per PE/PT item and cost. However, this chart will permit states to estimate what such items would cost depending on the complexity of the PE and PT items that they design. More complex items will naturally take more time to score and will cost more when scorers are paid outside of PD time.

In conclusion, for the approach of using teachers to score PE and PT items, significant cost savings were found, as summarized here:

- Using teachers to score PE/PT items as part of their compensation (PD) makes a substantial difference, since the cost of scoring these items is “free,” and reduced costs to $18.70 per student in the 10-state consortium and $14.57 in the 30-state consortium.

- Paying teachers a $125/day stipend still saves significant costs and results in an assessment cost of $31.17 per student at the 10-state consortium size and $25.71 at the 30-state consortium size.

- Using different assumptions about scoring time directly affects the per-item scoring costs. States will need to factor the complexity of the performance assessments used into their planning for design and costs.

- Key assumptions made in the teacher scoring case were: 1) the scoring would be distributed so there are no facilities or management overhead
costs, and 2) the vendor would accept a lower overhead and profit margin on this work (10% overhead and 15% margin) based on the $125 teacher stipend amount.

These analyses show that, if the states are able to have teachers score the assessment items that require it without having to pay them a stipend because the costs are considered to be a PD cost, they can save a considerable amount of money (while giving their teachers the positive experience of learning to score the assessments and thus improving their understanding of student learning). With very large consortia, the $25.71 per-student cost of the assessment (assuming a teacher stipend of $125/day) is at the mid-to-high end of the range of today’s high stakes assessments.

3D. Using distributed scoring for CR items

The next potential cost-saving strategy is to use distributed scoring for the CR items. This arrangement is used to minimize costs since scorers are working from home and the assessment contractor does not need to provide a bricks-and-mortar facility with its own computer equipment to score these items. Scorers provide their own equipment and connect to the contractor and score the items digitally online. This scoring is carried out in a secure manner.

Table 13 shows the impact of distributed scoring used in consortia involving 10, 20, or 30 states. It assumes that half of the student responses are contractor-scored in one of its facilities, and the other half are scored through distributed scoring off-site.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consortium Size</th>
<th>Total 50-50 Assessment Cost</th>
<th>50-50 Assessment Cost (per pupil)</th>
<th>All On-Site Contractor Cost (per pupil) (3A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 States</td>
<td>$679,802,413</td>
<td>$41.65</td>
<td>$42.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 States</td>
<td>1,303,450,391</td>
<td>39.93</td>
<td>40.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 States</td>
<td>1,866,192,174</td>
<td>38.12</td>
<td>38.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be noted that there are slight cost savings for using distributed scoring when compared to scoring by contractor staff fully on-site at the contractor site(s), as seen in the final column (taken from Table 10).

In this model, the approach of using distributed scoring at a 50/50 on-site versus distributed mix had less impact on assessment cost than expected due to the relatively low percentage of scores and costs represented by the CRs once the PE/PT scoring costs were included. The cost data for this option are summarized on the following page:
• Generally, distributed scoring is expected to be about 25% to 30% less expensive than on-site scoring for those items that are scored using the distributed model.

• Since a 50/50 mix was used, an 11% reduction in the total CR scoring costs was seen.

If a new assessment were to include more CR items (than currently used), distributed scoring can make a strong contribution to reducing costs.

3E. Automated scoring for some CR items

The final cost-saving option for the large-scale summative assessments is to use computerized AI software to score student responses to CR items (excluding PE/PT items). Such software has been studied extensively in recent years and has been found to produce relatively comparable results to hand scoring by humans. It is more effective with some sorts of student-written work (such as extended CR items or essays) than others. Thus, a mixture of hand scoring and computer scoring was costed. (Note: To make such assessment scoring truly efficient, the essays to be scored should be entered into the computer via online assessment.)

Table 14 shows the financial impact of using computer-based scoring with a consortium of 30 states.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consortium Size</th>
<th>Total Assessment Cost</th>
<th>Per-Pupil Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30 States</td>
<td>$1,855,328,550</td>
<td>$37.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen above, there is some cost savings from using computer AI software to score a portion of the written-response assessments.

For the use of AI scoring of CR items, the data are summarized below:

• An “engine tuning” or calibration cost of $6,000 per item was assumed to load the responses into and train the scoring engine.

• At $0.50 per response for scoring, which is the bottom end of the per-pupil price range, cost savings were modest. This is due largely to what can be high costs of training the computer to score accurately in some contemporary models. While some vendors state they can achieve cost savings from AI scoring, another AI vendor argued that “it is a myth that current costs for online scoring of CR questions is less expensive than human scoring.” Strong savings from this approach
will rely on developing increasingly cost-effective means for programming the scoring function.

• It is worth noting that online scoring is significantly faster than human scoring. Whereas human scoring of a typical state assessment takes several weeks, online scoring can be accomplished in a day or two, once the system has been set up.

• Costs for AI scoring need to decrease further to make this option more beneficial. However, this is a very valuable future potential cost-savings source, and progress in this area needs to be closely monitored.

• At the time of the issuance of this paper, ASG is continuing its research in this area to determine if solutions from other vendors and organizations that have taken different approaches to AI scoring can be implemented in the high-stakes testing arena. In any event, as systems mature and prices come down (particularly the costs of “training” the system), these systems will undoubtedly warrant further investigation.

3A-E. Use of All Cost-Saving Measures Together

Before examining the development and use of interim assessments, ASG combined all of the cost options (3A through 3E) to examine the impact of using all of the options together. The use of multiple, cost-reduction strategies could have a significant impact on the overall cost, so it was essential for us to examine all of the potential reductions together. This information is shown in Table 15 for the summative assessment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Year 0</th>
<th>Year 1</th>
<th>Year 2</th>
<th>Year 3</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Per-Pupil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30 States</td>
<td>$6,266,215</td>
<td>$160,576,640</td>
<td>$161,427,363</td>
<td>$163,969,135</td>
<td>$492,239,352</td>
<td>$10.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 15 shows that if a consortium of states were to adopt all of the cost-reduction strategies described above, the per-pupil cost of the summative assessment would be $10.05 versus $19.93 for a single state’s current summative assessment system (see Table 2) or $55.67 if the same state gave the HQA alone without any of these cost-saving features (see Table 5). This means that it should be possible for consortia of states to create HQA designs and, by working together and adopting a variety of other cost-saving measures, actually deliver an assessment that is of much higher quality at no more than current—or even potentially lower—costs.

We also looked at a case where a large consortium of states (30) adopted all of the cost reduction strategies discussed above but paid teachers a $125/day stipend to score
performance events and performance tasks. In this instance, the price per pupil is $21.19 or only 6% greater than the current price a state pays for the typical high stakes assessment.

3F. Development of a customized interim benchmark-assessment system with similar item types and structure as the high-quality system

One additional scenario was examined—that of developing a customized set of assessment tasks to be used by local school districts as interim benchmark assessments. The costs shown in Table 16 include only the cost of developing the assessments for consortia of different sizes, not the costs of administering, scoring, and reporting them. These functions are not necessary if scoring is locally managed and results are used for classroom information and local instructional development purposes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consortium Size</th>
<th>Total Assessment Cost</th>
<th>Per-Pupil Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 States</td>
<td>$4,623,736</td>
<td>$0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 States</td>
<td>$4,974,680</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 States</td>
<td>$5,329,608</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table shows that the cost for a consortium of states to develop an interim benchmark assessment bank of tasks is very inexpensive. Of course, to these costs, the states would need to add any assessment administration, scoring, and reporting costs if the state(s) chose to carry out these activities for local school districts (and absorb the costs).

3F (2). Interim Assessment Administration Options

The second portion of the interim system analysis conducted by ASG was to determine the cost to provide an interim benchmark system for use among the states participating in a consortium. When states form consortia to develop and implement large-scale assessments at the state level, they may also wish to consider how they could provide interim benchmark assessments to their local school districts. For cost purposes, consortia of 10, 20, and 30 states were used. Four options for interim benchmark assessments at the state level were examined. These are:

A. The full consortium buys/leases a complete system (items and online delivery system) from a vendor and this system is provided to local districts to use as they see fit.

B. The consortium purchases/leases an online assessment system from a vendor, but the consortium loads its own assessment (which it has developed) into the system and provides the system for local district use.
C. The consortium develops its own assessments and administers these and the state assessments using the same online system that they have either created or leased.

D. The consortium develops its own assessments and provides these to the local school districts to use as they see fit—to load into any online system that they have and/or to use as paper-based assessments.

In order to assist states working in a consortium to understand the costs of these options, cost estimates were prepared to show what options A-C would cost per student and per state. Each is shown below.

A. Consortium Buys/Leases System and Provides to School Districts

Table 17 shows the costs for selecting an existing system to deliver interim benchmark assessments, including the use of the vendor’s assessment items.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total Cost</th>
<th>Average Per State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 States</td>
<td>$130,559,184</td>
<td>$4,351,973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 States</td>
<td>$220,478,572</td>
<td>$3,807,976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 States</td>
<td>$293,758,164</td>
<td>$3,263,980</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table shows that a state-provided interim benchmark assessment system is not inexpensive. However, offsetting the cost is the speed with which an existing system can be installed and used.

B. Consortium Buys/Leases Online System, But Builds Own Assessments

The next scenario shows the costs for an interim benchmark system in which the consortium of states leases the online assessment system, but the assessments are provided by the consortium itself, not the vendor. Table 18 shows the costs for this system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total Cost</th>
<th>Average Per State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 States</td>
<td>$97,919,388</td>
<td>$3,263,980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 States</td>
<td>$163,198,980</td>
<td>$2,719,983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 States</td>
<td>$195,838,776</td>
<td>$2,175,986</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table shows that, if states created their own assessments, there would be a modest cost savings to the states. Whether the savings are large enough for states to elect this option would be a matter for the consortium to determine.
C. Consortium Builds its Own Assessments and Uses the State Assessment System to Deliver the Assessments

This option is for the states to create the interim benchmark assessments on their own, and then to use the same online assessment engine used for the state assessment program to deliver the interim assessments periodically. These costs are shown in Table 19.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total Cost</th>
<th>Average Per State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 States</td>
<td>$32,639,796</td>
<td>$1,087,993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 States</td>
<td>$48,959,694</td>
<td>$815,995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 States</td>
<td>$48,959,694</td>
<td>$543,997</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen, the added cost to administer the interim assessments using the same system as used for the state assessment program is not as great as using a separate system. This is one way that a consortium of states could save money.

D. Consortium Builds Own Assessments and Local Districts Use As They Desire

The fourth and final option is for a consortium to build their own assessments and turn these over to local districts to use whenever and however they desire. The development costs are shown in Table 16. This would mean some districts might choose to use them electronically, some might use them in paper-based systems, and others choose not to use them at all. This is the least expensive of the four options, since no test administration, scoring, and reporting services are provided. However, it is also the most flexible option, since local districts are not obliged to use the interim benchmark assessments at a particular time or manner.

Due to the wide variety of options (state providing camera-ready proofs, state providing digitized data, state providing hard-copy assessments, etc.), we did not price a scenario for this option.

In summary, adding the costs of an interim assessment system to the cost of an HQA system that takes advantage of the cost savings identified in this study, would still allow a consortium of states to offer a rich, performance-based system of assessment for less than most states are spending today for tests that offer much less utility for supporting intellectually challenging learning and information for instruction.
Summary, Conclusions and Discussion, and Recommendations

Overall Summary

In this study, a series of analyses were conducted to model the costs of various assessment designs and approaches for implementation. Costs for a typical, traditional state assessment were analyzed, as well as those for an innovative, high-quality state assessment. Cost models were then analyzed for a variety of cost-reduction strategies to see if an HQA could be developed and administered at or near the cost of a traditional assessment. The following chart shows the total cost per student for the different models that were analyzed.

As can be seen, total costs are almost three times higher for the HQA than for the traditional assessment (approximately $56 compared to $20). This is primarily due to the increased costs for scoring of CR and performance items in the HQA. However, if these items are scored by teachers instead of by the vendor, the total costs can be reduced substantially—to approximately $31 (with stipended teachers) or $19 (teacher time as part of otherwise-covered PD) for a 10-state consortium. Participating in an assessment consortium reduces the total costs significantly. Larger-sized consortia are able to achieve more savings than a 10-state consortium, but the savings secured as states increase are not linear. Various online assessment delivery strategies were analyzed and
found to have some additional benefit in reducing the cost of the HQA. Combining all cost-reduction strategies in a 30-state consortium can bring the total cost down to only $10 per student—half of what the current traditional assessment costs a typical state. Combining all cost-reduction strategies in a 30-state consortium that pays teachers a $125/day stipend to score performance event and performance task items results in a cost-per-student of only $21—about what is spent by a typical state for its current, largely multiple-choice, assessment.

Another way of looking at the data from the cost models is presented below. The next figure shows the potential cost savings individually for each of the six options that were analyzed.

![Figure 6. Cost-Savings Impact of Different Assessment Delivery Options](image)

Of the cost-reduction strategies that were examined, teacher scoring (with and without stipend) and formation of consortia were the two most important means of controlling overall assessment cost. While there are issues to be tackled regarding the implementation of teacher scoring (including determining the opportunity cost of forgone teacher time) and the formation of state consortia, both strategies should be a part of the plans for any future assessment system. Additional cost savings can be obtained by the use of online delivery, distributed scoring, and AI scoring of CR items, although the potential savings per student for these last three options are nowhere near as large as for the other options.
Conclusions and Discussion

Based on the findings from the analyses presented in Section IV, the following conclusions can be made from this study.

Need for Innovative Assessment Approaches

One of the underlying assumptions of this study is that state assessments need to be improved so that they do a better job of measuring the critical skills students will need in the 21st century, are integrated into the curriculum, help students learn, and provide teachers with opportunities to develop new instructional strategies. An interim assessment system is an important part of any balanced assessment system and is estimated here as including the same item types as the summative system.

There are many worthwhile ideas about how new, high-quality, innovative assessment systems might be designed and constructed. This study looked at one such model, as well as possible variations on approaches that could be used by states, and analyzed ways to make that model as cost efficient as possible. As states decide to work together to design and implement new HQAs, these states would be wise to examine the costs for their consortium design, so as to make certain that they have designed the most efficient and cost-effective program possible.

Costs for Implementation

It was found that the development cost of a new HQA is relatively inexpensive relative to the total cost of the assessment. However, a key factor in the sustainability of new improved assessments and whether or not states can adopt and use them will be the ongoing administration costs that need to be managed.

Current systems exist for interim assessments and the costs of these systems can likely be reduced substantially if procured by a consortium of states with new content already developed (assuming teachers score the performance items). Combining the purchase of an interim assessment system with a summative system provides the largest interim-assessment, cost-savings opportunity.

State Consortia

In order to reduce costs across states, it will be important to have states participate in assessment consortium to share the overhead associated with development and management of assessments. Larger consortia are more cost-effective, although the majority of cost savings relative to a single state case can be seen at the 10-state consortium size.

Implementing an HQA system with performance items is affordable, with teacher scoring of performance items at a price comparable to today’s assessments when procured by a consortium of states.

Scoring

In order to implement and afford an HQA system that includes a variety of performance items, it will be essential to have teachers involved in the scoring process. Financially
and logistically, the scoring model currently used in most states (vendor does all scoring) could be a challenge for states and/or state consortia in the future. The total amount of money for outside scoring and the sheer number of scorers that would be required to mark all the answers could be difficult, if not impossible, to find and manage. Many countries with high-performing educational systems involve their teachers in the scoring of performance items and integrate that part of the process in the curriculum as a PD activity. State consortia that purchase assessments and pay teachers a stipend to score these responses will be able to develop and administer an assessment at the high end of the range of prices seen today.

Other Cost-Reduction Strategies
The use of online technology (i.e., online assessments) should be encouraged as it also has the potential to reduce assessment cost and improve quality. The size of the cost reductions that were calculated assuming implementation of an online assessment was not as large as was expected. However, this is somewhat related to the assessment design (only three subject areas, an efficient design, small test books) and would undoubtedly be larger given different design parameters. The procurement of PCs to improve the student-to-PC ratio should be encouraged at all levels of the educational system.

Ultimately, the use of AI systems to score essay type responses holds tremendous potential value for the future affordability of HQAs. Today, AI scoring systems are often too expensive for states and the cost of scoring CR questions by this method is about the same as using human scorers. As systems mature and costs come down, AI scoring systems offer tremendous advantages in the delivery of results from performance assessments.

Final Recommendations

Based on the data from the cost models and the conclusions listed above, ASG makes the following recommendations:

- Developing and implementing an HQA will likely cost more than most current state assessments, but it can be affordable for states if they look carefully at the design, find a balance in the number of CR items, PEs, and PTs that are used, and consider various cost-reduction strategies.

- States should strongly consider being part of a large consortium where certain costs can be shared across many states, such as for item development and project management.

- States should consider using a scoring model that has teachers scoring the performance items as part of their PD via a distributed scoring system. Having all scoring done by the testing vendor is likely to be cost-prohibitive for most states. Paying teachers a stipend also helps
reduce costs, but not as much as using a PD approach. In either case, there are benefits for teacher learning and instruction, as well as cost savings, associated with teacher scoring.

• States may want to consider moving to online assessment, as it can be more cost-effective than printing test booklets and shipping them to schools. Although the initial savings may not be as large as thought when implementing an HQA design, in the long run, online assessment will save states both money and time. Many states feel that current PC-to-student ratios of 4 or 5 to 1 make it difficult to implement online administration of assessments. Policies to help states procure additional PCs and bandwidth for schools should be encouraged.

• Ultimately, automated scoring of essay responses should lower scoring costs for these items significantly and further enable the implementation of HQAs at reasonable prices. AI scoring should be encouraged and its progress monitored.

• States should consider examining the costs for their future assessments in more detail and look at different options that make the assessment both higher in quality and more efficient. For example, states may want to design an assessment that has many more CR items, no PTs, and uses an AI scoring engine to score all items. There are many variations on the possible designs that could be used by states, and all have different cost implications.

• State consortia interested in implementing a higher-quality assessment need to make sure they can afford the ongoing administration costs of the assessment. It is recommended that state consortia go about the process of developing and costing a new assessment in a thoughtful manner and use a comprehensive costing model to analyze and determine the price in advance of any new assessment system they would like to implement.

Finally, in our opinion, the RTTT and Common Core Assessments are key initiatives in improving education, and states have an opportunity to receive some much-needed resources and assistance to help them make important improvements to their assessment programs. The research conducted for this study and results reported in this paper demonstrate that, under the right conditions, states can dramatically improve their assessment systems at an affordable cost. However, states must be careful to design an efficient assessment system and understand its ongoing administration costs, as well as future state-budget allocations prior to committing to an innovative HQA and implementing it in their state. States also will need to think through the various management issues when forming and working with a state consortia as well as using teachers to score performance items. Professional help in all these areas is highly recommended.
Possible Future Research, Additional Analyses, and Other Studies of State Assessment Costs

Obviously, there are many ways to design an HQA system. The designs selected for this study were based on input from a variety of assessment experts. In some ways, the cost models done for this study are just a beginning, and provide valuable information to begin a more in-depth discussion of what potential costs could be for various approaches. It is hoped that additional cost studies will be done based on other ways to design an innovative assessment system. Analyses can include many other kinds of assumptions and variables. These could include variations in the number of CR items, different percentages of items released each year, and changes in program components and features. Information from these types of analyses can be helpful for a state, or consortium of states, to further reduce their costs while maintaining other core components of the assessment system.

In this study, costs were analyzed only for reading/language arts and mathematics assessments. These areas were selected because of their relationship to NCLB and the current plans for common core standards and common assessments. In the future, it would be useful to run cost models of other content areas since many states also assess their students in science, social studies, the arts, and other disciplines. In addition, cost analyses of alternate assessments for students with disabilities and English-language proficiency assessments for ELLs would be useful in order to determine how to design these assessments more efficiently, as well as reduce costs. It may well be possible for consortia of states to work together to also create and implement these additional assessments. In addition, some states may also want to analyze costs for their end-of-course tests or other high-school examinations.

Ultimately, the possibilities for productive assessment will be enhanced by these kinds of analyses. As we show here, by taking advantage of collaboration, technologies, and judicious design decisions, states can offer a rich, performance-based system of assessment that supports high-quality instruction for less than most states are spending today.
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Appendix A: About the Assessment Solutions Group

The Assessment Solutions Group (ASG) is a consulting organization that assists state departments of education with assessment costing, assessment program evaluation, procurement and management functions. ASG senior consultants and technical advisors have more than 100 years combined experience in the assessment industry and expertise in all areas of the assessment function, including test development, psychometrics, IT, production and manufacturing, quality assurance, scoring operations, and logistics. ASG uses its proprietary costing model to help clients develop cost-effective and efficient assessment program designs, as well as to develop and evaluate proposals for implementing high-quality, affordable systems.
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